The Incorporation of Hammermen of the Burgh of Canongate
The Hammermen, largest of the eight crafts of the burgh of Canongate,
encompassed several ‘arts’, namely those of the goldsmiths, blacksmiths, gunsmiths
or dagmakers, cutlers, lorimers or harness makers, locksmiths, saddlers and
pewterers; as well as coppersmiths, hookmakers, sheathmakers, braziers or
whiteironmen and armourers (in an earlier period). The governing body of the craft
consisted of a deacon, a boxmaster or treasurer and a number of masters, around
12 to16, who decided craft affairs and who were responsible for the inspection of the
work produced by the members of the incorporation. By 1647 there were two other
officials, the officer and the clerk, usually a notary public, charged with recording acts
and business. An entrant to the craft became a master through apprenticeship,
inheritance, marriage or by purchase; thus attaining the role of burgess of the
Canongate. Apprenticeship for which there was a fee, lasted a minimum of six years
followed by two years’ service with a master within the burgh. After this a craftsman
could apply for the freedom of the craft for which payment and the presentation of an
assay – an assigned piece of work produced to demonstrate craftsmanship – were
required. A successful candidate could then set up his shop and take an apprentice.
Responsibilities and expenses came with new status. Burgess fees had to be found,
a shop or booth to be rented, a house acquired, family and apprentices supported
and taxation paid. A master participated in the affairs of the incorporation and in the
deliberations of the burgh council and court.

Badges of the Incorporation of Hammermen of the Canongate, displayed in the People’s Story

The Hammermen did not own a meeting room in which to conduct their
affairs, but by the 1640s they decided to invest their funds in property by purchasing
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‘the greit ludgeing abone the Cannocrose’.1 The charter granted by the Provost and
Baillies of Edinburgh to the Corporation of Hammermen on 10 September 1647,
gives the following description:
In toto et integro illo magno edificio terre cum domibus edificiis horreis ustrinio puteis lie
corbillis hortis eiusdem et suis pertinentiis ’ – All and whole that great lodging or tenement
with houses, buildings, pertinents and kiln, well, cobill yeards of the samen ..It is located in
the burgh of Canongate on the south side of the King’s street of the same between the lands
and yards of the late Patrick Galloway now pertaining to Thomas Galloway on the west; the
tenement of land pertaining at one time to James Aitchison, afterwards to Sir Archibald
Achieson of Glencairney, Knight, as far as the great stone wall and thence the yard of John
Achieson to the foot of the said tenement on the east; the common King’s street on the north;
and the Strand on the south. This tenement of land contains three tenements of land of which
two were conquest and acquired by umquhyle James Achiesoun from umquhyle Malcolm Hall
and Gavin Crichtoun and the other by said umquhyle James Achiesoun from umquhyle
2
James Muir saddler.

The Incorporation had to borrow money in order to complete the purchase and it
seems that Richard Guthrie made quite a good profit on the deal.3 Consequently,
few major alterations were made to the building at this stage beyond adding some
rooms, subdividing others and altering staircases in order to maximise investment by
letting to tenants, as well as providing themselves with a convening house. The latter
was begun on 30 October 1648, when the Hammermen resolved that:
the divisione betwixt the tua loftis above the Kitchine be takin away and baith made ane for
ane convening hous and that the same be reparet, drest new with sylerine bankeris and other
4
easemntis with ane chimney and stair buirdis…

Evidence of earlier ceiling height

As the fore lodging, high and low with kitchen and yard had been vacated, it was relet to Patrick Creighton of Lugton. In the following year, it was decided to borrow
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money in order that the ‘southmost housis of thair lodging at the baikhous’ could be
‘reedifiet and buildit and beattit and maid tua hous hight and the ruiff put on’.5
Subsequently a low house was let to the deacon of the weavers.
The Hammermen, however, had chosen to invest in property at rather an
inauspicious time. Charles I was executed in January 1649 and after the battle of
Dunbar in 1650, the troops of Oliver Cromwell occupied Edinburgh. Small wonder
that the new owners had difficulty in attracting tenants and in 1651, they took the
precaution of hiding the property title deeds. But better times lay ahead. In 1671 the
Hammermen consulted with Mr Mylne, master mason to king Charles II, over the
construction of a turnpike stair and entry and the addition of a skellie stair to the east
turnpike, following the heightening of the roof on either side of the central gable, to
make two extra houses. The Hammermen decided to panel, rather than plaster, the
new rooms, one of which was to be painted, along with the room next to the
convening house. Tenants included the Earl of Morton in 1670; and in 1672-4, the
laird of Brounehall who benefited from the addition of a coal house in the back yard
and redecoration of his parlour either with plaster work or panelling. Further
extensions to the Hammermen’s property investment were the addition of a pair of
three story southern tenements with timber- clad projections to the close.

2018
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2018 views showing lower floor levels of the Hammermen’s extensions down the close

A fuller picture of the Hammermen as landlords and the names of their
tenants, is given in their Quarter Accompt Book begun Candlemas 1702 and ending
Candlemas 1804.6 (Candlemas is in February.) In the early part of the eighteenth
century, people who rented ‘houses’ included the Earl of Haddington, the Countess
of Kincardine, Sir David Murray, Captain Graham, Major Hay, Madam Munn and Mr
Campbell. The Incorporation paid for plastering the kitchen chimney, door locks,
buckets to the well, sash windows and numerous repairs. Lady Eupham was a
tenant in 1738-9 and she had planks laid in the floor of her lodging; and the Duke of
Perth paid for a year’s rent of the stables in 1740. The Duchess of Gordon became a
tenant in 1738; the Hammermen paying nine shillings for the removal of rubbish from
her lodging. From that date until 1760, when her son Lord Adam Gordon replaced
her as a tenant, the Duchess featured annually in the accounts, both contributing
rent and having work done in her lodging. In 1740 a carter received 19 shillings for
bringing 40 dales (boards) from Leith to lay a floor for her; and in 1758 a snech lifter
for her kitchen door cost three pence.
In the previous year the Duchess had been involved in a dispute with the
committee, appointed by the Council of Edinburgh, for carrying on the improvements
of the Canongate; and the case indicates something of the arrangement of the
building by this time. The Committee wished to remove a forestair leading from the
street to the apartments occupied by the Duchess in the tenement belonging to the
Incorporation. A letter from her from Prestonhall dated 25 March 1757, informed Mr
6
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Adam’s architect:
Mr Gardinor and Mr Pillings have been order’d by ye Manager’s of ye improvements, in ye
Canongate, to waite upon me about ye Pulling down of ye foure Stairs, to my House in
Canongate, I have told theme, I have foare years of My Leese to Runn, and if My Land Lords
take away My four stairs, I must have as good a one, which, May be made through ye
Landlord’s Vantis, as I Show’d you sum time agoe. They desire to have a plan from you, and
an Estimate, it must be a Handsum Convenient Stair, yr. doing this will oblidge Sr. Your friend
7
and Sevt. H : Gordon.

On their part the Hammermen objected to the removal of the stair, as this would
entail the loss of a laigh house rented at £4 yearly which, along with the cost of a
new stair and paving, would amount to £100 in total, thus seriously compromising
their funds. The reply by the Court of the Canongate noted that the house possessed
by the Duchess of Gordon was three stories high and the fore stair entered the first
floor, while the second and third floors entered by the stair within the Close. They
declared the fore stair to be an encroachment, as it had not been built at the same
time as the tenement and should be removed. They rejected the Hammermen’s
petition.
The list of the eight other tenents who paid their half -year’s rent at Whitsun
1757, indicated something of a social mix. They ranged from William Heriot with a
rent of 18 shillings and four pence, to James Whitehead with three pounds and the
Duchess who paid 20 pounds. In the accounts for Lammas to Hallowmas 1739
(August to November), the first payment related to six pounds for a ‘warrant to build
the trades house in the yaird’; followed by various other amounts for slater work and
wright work at the said house, with drink money for the masons and the slater’s
servants. In 1740 four shillings was expended in ‘flitting the old convening house’
and 12 pounds 19 shillings paid to ‘Gordon the plaistour for doing the Trades Coat of
arms on the Conveening hous’. These entries mean that by 1740, the Hammermen
had moved their headquarters from the main part of the house to one of their
southward extensions.
In the previous decade, the Hammermen had insured their property with the
Edinburgh Friendly Contributors for Insurance against Losses by fire (6 October
1726). This precaution is listed in the 1762 Inventory, along with a 21 years’ tack
(lease) given to ‘John Whittet Gardener of their Dwelling house and Garden at the
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foot of their Closs’, dated 23 January 1744; and a 20 years’ tack given to David Doig,
merchant in Edinburgh, on 3 July 1759.This latter tack is informative in that it lays out
what was being granted, namely:
that lodgeing or Dwelling house with the Great cellar below the kitchen and cellar below the
stair of the said lodging and the little yeard at their convening house door Reserving always
free use and entry through the said yeard and door thereof to the Corporation for goeing to
and returning from their Conveening house.

Should the Duchess or any other tenant of the ‘Hammermens Great Lodgeing’
demand the little garden, then David Doig ‘is bound to flitt and remove from the little
yeard’. By 1760, however, the Duchess had taken herself to Prestonhall where she
died in that year. Her son, Lord Adam Gordon of Prestonhall, replaced her as a
tenant. His accommodation was extensive, consisting of:
the first storry or first floor upstair, the two Westmost rooms in the second storry entering by a
timber stair within the said first storry, a fores Garret in the Westend and a Lumber Garret
adjoining thereto both entering by a Timber stair within the said second story…. a cellar below
the first stair, and another cellar entered from the area or green ground lying on the South of
the Great Lodgeing with an entry within the passages to the said area and which was divided
by a partition during her Graces possession as also the said area Southward to the cross
dyke and Raill on the North end of the little Garden possessed by David Doig.

Lord Adam Gordon was still a tenant two years later when on 10 March:
the Corporation having considered the State of their Funds that now they are owing no Debt
And That it would tend to the generall advantage of the Members and of the poor of the
Society

decided to sell their tenements, houses and yards by public roup (auction).
Accordingly, on 9 July, the Deacon and Boxmaster received authorisation to
advertise the sale of the property in the local press at a starting price of fourteen
hundred pounds sterling.8 The advertisement of 14 July 1762, placed in the
Edinburgh Evening Courant, shows that the Hammermen were not averse to
marketing tactics. The advert reads:
ALL and whole that great LODGING or DWELLING HOUSE on the south side of the high
Street of Canongate at the head of the Hammermen’s clos, lately possessed by her Grace
the Dutchess Dowager of Gordon.

‘Possessed’ means occupied not owned, which might account for later nineteenthcentury misinterpretation. The Hammermen obviously sought to establish some
degree of the status of the building. The advert continued:
as also two back tenements in said closs, a large stable and hay loft, with two gardens and a
gardner’s house, having an entry both from the high street and from the fine new road on the
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south-side of Canongate, from which last, there is free access to the King’s park and other
fields, as the whole subjects ly in a line from the high street to the said new road, they are
capable of great improvements.

Location and potential for development were obviously regarded as selling points.

2018 views of the Hammermen’s property

The roup took place on 3 August 1762 within the Council House of Canongate
(the Tolbooth), ‘betwixt the hours of three and five Afternoon’. James Gentle, Baillie
of the Canongate, appeared as the judge of the roup, the time of which was
determined by ‘an half hour Sand Glass’; ‘the highest and last offered at the
outrunning of the Glass’ being ‘preferred to the Purchase’.9 After the setting up of the
sand glass at 3.00 pm:
compeared William Wilson Writer in Edinburgh and offered the upset price being fourteen
hundred pounds sterling. The judge declares the said William Wilson the purchaser being the
10
only offerer at the outrunning of the Glass.

William Wilson of Soonhope, who signed the purchase document on 31 August
1762, was none other than the clerk to the Incorporation of Hammermen. A solicitor
by occupation, he made the purchase jointly with George Innes, Cashier of the Royal
Bank of Scotland. When the Incorporation granted the disposition in their favour on 9
September, the tenants were listed as John Blair, weaver, someone named
McFarlane, Lord Adam Gordon, Robert Selby Plumber, John Wallace Painter,
William Lindsay weaver, David Doig merchant, John Tod Smith, Christopher Nisbet
9
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Weaver, William Dunbar Weaver, George Low Staymaker, Ewan letter carrier,
Archibald Russell, James Boyd stabler and John Wright Gardiner. Some of these
must have been heads of households, rather than single occupiers. The Instrument
of Sasine of 4 February 1765 described the property as:
All and whole that great Lodging or Tenement with houses Biggings Great Stable formerly
Barn and Kiln well cobill yeards of the same and all their pertinents with the Gardeners house
and office houses and large hall or Conveening house of our trade built on top of the
11
Gardener’s house…

An indication of how the buildings were arranged at this time comes from the
rental list of Whitsunday 1762.12 The fore tenement on the High Street consisted of
one house with a kitchen and two rooms, one closet and ‘Closs press’, entered from
the High Street (rent £5); a laigh house of a little foreroom, kitchen and two cellars,
entered below the pend at the head of the close (rent £2 12 shillings and 6 pence);
the first story and part of the second comprising a dining room, drawing room, one
closet, two presses, four bedchambers, one with a large closet, housekeeper’s room
and servants room, kitchen and coalhouse off the stairhead, two cellars and larder,
long area and garden to the south (rent £27); a second story house of five rooms
and a kitchen with a cellar adjoining to the second back land down the close (rent
£7); a third story house of two rooms, a kitchen and closet (rent £4); a third story
house of three rooms, a kitchen and several closets (rent £3 10 shillings).The first
‘Back Land’ had three stories. Two cellars and a house in the south end were
located on the ground floor; the second story encompassed two rooms, a kitchen
and closet; and the third story, three rooms, two closets and garret. Along with the
little flower garden, this was rented by David Doig merchant for £13 6 shillings and 8
pence. The second back land consisted of two laigh dwelling houses on the ground
floor; one with a large room and bedcloset (rent £2 2 shillings); the other with two fire
rooms and a large bed closet for the same rent. Above these on the north were two
fire rooms and a bedcloset with a coalhouse in the stairhead and cellar adjoining
(rent £2 10 shillings); and on the south, two fire rooms, large bedcloset and
coalhouse in the stair head (rent £2 6 shillings and 8 pence). The third story
contained two fire rooms, a large bedcloset and coalhouse in the stairhead on the
south (rent £ 2 10 shillings); and two other firerooms, a bedcloset and coalhouse in
the stairhead (rent £2 6 shillings and 8 pence).
11
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2018 view of entrances from the close

The remainder of the property comprised a large stable for eight or ten horses
with a great hay loft above (rent £5 5 shillings); a large hall ‘entering at the
Southwest of the said little flower garden possesst by the Trade as their Conveening
house’ (rent £2); and a large garden and dwelling house with a kitchen, cellar, two
fire rooms with a byre for six cows, having an entry by Hammermen’s Close from the
street, but also an entry from ‘the new Road at the back of the Canngate’ (rent £6).
That the Hammermen continued to use their convening house is apparent from their
quarter account book. Entries for rent of the convening house paid to Wm Wilson or
Messrs Innes and Wilson, or simply as rent, appear until May 1784, when they paid
one shilling and sixpence for moving the furniture from the old convening house to
an old cellar in ‘Raes Closs’. They had a new hall built for them in Morocco’s Close
which they advertised for letting in October 1788.13
Mr Wilson continued as clerk to the Incorporation until his decease. He lived
in Wilson’s Court and appeared there in Peter Williamson’s Directory for the City of
Edinburgh, Canongate, Leith and Suburbs for 1775-6; but the last Incorporation
minute to be signed by him was dated 9 May 1776. Following his death, the
Hammermen elected a new clerk on 14 July 1776. Philip Wilson, son and heir of
William, inherited his father’s share of the Hammermen’s former property. George
Innes of Stow resided in Mylnes Court when in Edinburgh; being first cashier (chief
13
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executive) of the Royal Bank of Scotland until his death in 1780. His eldest son
Gilbert Innes became owner of the estate of Stow from which he drew rents and farm
produce. Gilbert rose to the post of Deputy Governor of the Royal Bank, a position
which, along with his trading interests, made him a rich man and prominent member
of Edinburgh society; having Milne’s Court as his Edinburgh home and then from
1790-1831, 24 St Andrews Square. His various roles included that of Deputy
Lieutenant of Edinburgh, manager of the Royal Infirmary, member of the Board of
Manufacturers, treasurer of the Highland Society and of the Pitt Club, director of the
Musical Society, the Society of Antiquaries and the Assembly Rooms. His wealth
enabled him to be both a patron of and collector of the arts.

Gilbert Innes, Royal Bank of Scotland

William Wilson, however, died in debt, for on 8 March 1782, a process of Sale
and Ranking gave Gilbert Innes priority over the other creditors. Innes purchased
Wilson’s share of the Hammermen’s former property from ‘Philip Wilson of the Island
of St Christophers oldest son and apparent heir of said William Wilson’.14 The new
owner was soon in conflict with the Incorporation of Bakers of Canongate, over their
application to the Dean of Guild Court to build an Oven and Convening House on the
east side of Hammermen’s Close, on a piece of ground they had recently bought
there.15 Both the Bakers and Gilbert Innes Esq. made submssions to the Court from
the beginning of March 1784 to May of that year. Innes argued that the close
belonged to his predecessors and that ‘it is clear as Sunshine’ that the previous
owners of the Bakers’ property had only a privilege of entry to the close but were not
entitled to ‘encroach an inch upon the Closs’ which their current plan would do. He
14
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was also concerned about the prospect of locating a large fuel stack for the oven ‘so
near old buildings’, which ‘will put the whole Neighbourhood in danger of fire’; but he
feared he ‘probably may not be able to prevent it’. His fears proved to be correct, for
the Bakers were allowed to build their oven and convening room, and the close
became known, in common parlance, as Bakehouse Close.

Plan submitted to the Dean of Guild Court, 1784, Edinburgh City Archives

An account book, begun by George Innes in 1770 and continued by his son
Gilbert until the book ended in 1796, recorded names of tenants and the rents paid
as well as the expenses in repairing or decorating the various apartments. Five of
the Hammermen’s former tenants remained in occupation in 1770, as well as the
Hammermen themselves who paid rent for their convening room.16 When Sir James
Wemys became a tenant, Innes paid £1 16s 6d for pinning and harling the backwall
of the house possessed by him.17 George Innes expended 4s 6d in 1775 to men
‘making a search for those that broke the cellar door beyond the pend’; and over the
years, costs ranged from roof, stairs, cellar and chimney repairs to renewing locks;
as well as painting, papering and upholstery work.18 In 1805 Gilbert Innes received
estimates for plaster work and white-washing, mason work and replacing ‘very old
gray slates’ on the roofs of the shops; thus indicating the upkeep involved in such an
old property.19
Among Gilbert Innes’ receipts for 1792, are found several for slater work paid
by Mrs Burnet for ‘her house Hammerman’s Closs Canongate’.20 Mrs or Miss Burnet
does not appear as a tenant, being one of the many mistresses of Gilbert Innes with
whom she had at least eight children. (Mr Innes never married but maintained 25
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illegitimate children and on his death, 67 people came forward claiming to be his
offspring.) Innes’ ongoing dispute with the Incorporation of Bakers included Mrs
Burnet as a defendant in 1789, when the baillies declared a drain in the close to be a
‘public nuisance’ in its present state; and they stipulated relevant action to be carried
out by Innes within 14 days. At the same time, however, they prohibited the Bakers
who were the complainants from carrying any more wood or whins through the arch
or pend at the head of the close that could not be kept ‘perfectly clear of the top or
two side walls of the pend’; and to repair any damage.21 The Bakers had also to
make good the damage to Mr Innes’ garden wall opposite the common bakehouse;
and to desist from taking their whin cart through the pend.
Euphan or Effie Burnet died in May 1793 while Innes was in London. Her
funeral and burial in the Canongate Kirkyard on 19 May cost him £27 13s 9d; an
account which included payment for four seats in the Canongate church and for two
men ‘watching’ (the grave) for 15 nights. Burnet’s shroud had ruffles and her lacelined coffin was covered with a mortcloth and accompanied by four ushers and four
baton men. The mourners appear to have consumed six bottles of port wine, two of
white wine, three bottles of best brandy, three of best whisky, a platter of seed and
plumcake and shortbread of different kinds.22 The inventory of the furniture in her
house itemised the contents of a lobby, dining room, closet off the dining room,
dressing room, ‘Marion and Jean’s room’, nursery and garret; and included chairs,
carpets, tent beds, chests, a writing desk, press, trunks, a little house bought for the
children, a large mahogany bed (not in use) and a weighing machine in a case.23
The rather sparse entries for the close in the trade directories of the late
eighteenth century, only listed David Doig for 1773-4, and William Dunbar in 1780-1.
Others noted included Lady Jean Gordon (1782-3), Robert McKell tailor (1788-9),
Mrs Millar and James Rhind, spirit dealer (1797-8); and in 1800, Miss Bothwell,
James Peddie, grocer and William Christie, hairdresser. A nineteenth-century
engraving shows a hairdresser’s shop fronting the Canongate. Now the ‘social mix’ is
less obvious and the property was to house increasing numbers of tenants in the
years to come.
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Grant, Old and New Edinburgh

The Nineteenth Century
In 1812 Gilbert Innes of Stow Esq sold ‘all and whole those tenements hoyses
gardens and others on the south side of the Canongate of Edinburgh and lately
possessed by my tenants’, to Robert Reid merchant in Glasgow for £1,100 sterling.24
Robert Reid, a Glasgow mahogany merchant, quickly disponed (sold) his newly
acquired property to John Campbell of Carbrook, writer to the signet, in 1814. John
Campbell whose father had been the Collector of Excise in Inverness, was born in
1770 and died in 1855. Elected to the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1807, he
married Frances Brown and lived in Heriot Row where his son Alexander was born in
1815. Following his purchase of the Canongate property, some indication of how the
letting system was managed can be seen with the entry into the records of
Alexander Munro. Alexander Munro, mason, seems to have been an Edinburgh
builder with financial problems. By 1813 his estate had been sequestered (legally
confiscated to pay his creditors). Further debts had accrued by the 1820s (see
below), but he appeared in the Edinburgh Street Directory of 1837-8 as a builder in
Bakehouse Close (146 Canongate). For the 1841 census, he gave his age as 76
years. Munro, along with Alexander Menzies, Collector for the London and
Edinburgh Shipping Company, entered into an agreement with John Campbell in
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1817.25 It appears that sometime prior to this, Munro had purchased part of the
property owned by John Campbell, who retained:
all and whole that great Lodging or Tenement on the southside of and fronting the Street of
Canongate nearly opposite to the Canongate church and also that tenement of three stories
26
immediately behind the same entering by the Hammermen’s Clos.

Mr Campbell had 22 tenants, including Alexander Munro who, along with Menzies,
had contracted to collect the rents in 1816 and ‘to keep the whole of the said
subjects in good tenantable condition’. However, as considerable arrears had arisen,
this 21 years’ tack or lease, stipulated that, as well as receiving ninety pounds
sterling yearly of the rent collected, Campbell ‘is to draw the rents of two shops’ in
part payment of the arrears due to him. Further, ‘neither Alexander Munro nor his
wife and family are in any way to interfere with these or any other of the rents’,
collection of which was the responsibility of Alexander Menzies, unless he
predeceased Munro who would then have the power of uplifting rents. This
arrangement seems to have lasted until 1827, when Menzies gave up his tack,
‘considering that I have been for sometime back in arrears to John Campbell of
Carbrook’.
A Plan and Survey drawn at the time of the sale of part of the property to
Alexander Munro shows the division. Mr Campbell retained the ‘great Lodging’ and
the three-storied tenement in the north end. Munro purchased the southmost part as
‘marked by a line from east to west between the letters J C and A M on the said
plan’; and he proceeded to build a ‘large new tenement’ consisting of four flats to the
south of the ‘old tenement’. His property also encompassed the stables and byres
with two dwelling houses adjacent; and an area to the north with small houses
occupied as a hat-making factory.27
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Plan showing the property division 1817, Edinburgh City Archives

His tenants were William Runcle, mason, John Beattie, hatter, John Nicol, labourer,
David Fraser, wright, David Ritchie, printer, Phillips, labourer, Andrew Foyer, hatter,
George Boswell, chairmaker, as well as Edward Short, Peter Clery, Hugh O’Neill and
others. (George Boswell appeared later on the east side of the close.) No doubt
Alexander Munro had overextended himself. Certainly, by 1830 he had not repaid
the heritable bond of £140 owed since 1818, to William Pringle, wright at Temple.
John Pringle of Jamaica Street, heir of the now deceased William Pringle, pressed
for repayment and as this was not forthcoming, he advertised the property for sale
using John Campbell WS, 29 Heriot Row, as his solicitor. Upset prices (along with
the current rents) were advertised for the different spaces. These ranged from £300
for the ground and upper flat of the new tenement (rent £33 10s.) to £40 for the old
tenement (rent £18 14s). The public roup took place in the Royal Exchange
Coffeehouse (now part of the City Chambers) on 27 January 1831; the new
proprietors being William and John Macfie, Sugar Refiners in Edinburgh who owned
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the adjacent property on the west.28 William Macfie who operated in Greenock,
outlived John and as sole owner, sold his ‘back tenement of houses and land’ in
1853,to William Macfie Junior, Merchant in Liverpool, for £100.29 For £50 more,
William Macfie, now designated Esq of Clermiston, disponed the property in 1863 to
Andrew Slater.

1920 photo showing property division

Meanwhile, Captain Alexander Campbell, residing in Kinfauns Castle, had by
1829, become the proprietor of the ‘whole front tenement with the old tenement
immediately at the back thereof’.30 His nieces, Christian, Frances and Susan
Campbell of Shian were confirmed as his heirs by a Precept of Clare Constat of 8
March and a Sasine of 16 March 1837. They relinquished their inheritance in 1866 to
the Scottish Property Investment Company for a sum of £925. The actual purchaser
was Andrew Slater who, by 1879, had repaid the money he had borrowed from that
Company (now renamed The Scottish Property Investment Company) who disponed
the property to him on 21 August. Andrew Slater later made some alterations to 148
Canongate, submitting a ‘plan not very explicit’ to the Dean of Guild Court on 23
January 1886.31 These will be described later.
The Edinburgh Street Directories give little indication as to the numbers of
28
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people living in these properties, now owned solely as investments from which to
draw income in rents. Entries were mainly confined to people engaged in a
business, such as William Cameron spirit-dealer at 148 Canongate in the 1830s;
Mrs Dingwall cowfeeder from 1838- 1852 (presumably making use of the byres);
John Scrymgeour, teacher 1837-1844. W. Sanderson, printer and stationer, was first
listed at 148 Canongate in 1852. Sanderson’s shop carried on business until at least
1910 and became the subject of many reminiscences. Mr John Craigdellie, whose
father’s firewood factory was relocated to Bakehouse Close in 1903, recalled that the
shop was popularly known as ‘The Poet’s Box.

Thomas Begbie, 1858: Mr Sanderson’s shop was to the right of the close

Young people who wanted to learn the words of the latest song or poem, would look
through the windows at the displays of sheet music. Mr Sanderson also ran the
Sanderson Friendly Society and sold translations of the four Latin inscriptions on the
building for one penny.32 Other businesses included that of Matthew Smith, fancy
boxmaker, 1844-1850 and Thomas White and Co. tobacco-pipe manufacturers
1869-1884.
A much clearer indication of the extent of nineteenth-century overcrowding in
Edinburgh’s Old Town can be gained from the census returns, from the first in 1841
to that of 1901. The 1841 census did not distinguish between 142, 144 Canongate,
Bakehouse Close and west of the Close. The 1851 census recorded information by
household, but again, while 144 Canongate was referenced, no house numbers
were given for the Close. Therefore there are no specific figures for the west side.
For Bakehouse Close as a whole, however, in the ten years between 1841 and
32
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1851, the most notable feature is the increase in the total number of inhabitants,
from 220 in 1841 to 323 in 1851. This can be partly explained by Irish immigration to
Scotland in the 1840s. In 1841, nine Irish people were listed; by 1851 this number
had risen to 69, thus demonstrating the effects of the Irish potato famine. Between
1840 and 1850, 65 deaths were recorded in the Canongate Record of Deaths of
people living in 142-152 Canongate, including Bakehouse Close. 29 of these deaths
were of children under five years from causes such as whooping cough,
inflammation of the brain, small pox, bowel fever, measles and stillbirth. Canongate
deaths from the feared nineteenth-century disease cholera were recorded for
Bakehouse Close in the 1840s. For example, William Cameron, spirit dealer,
originally located at 148 Canongate and later moving to 142, died of British cholera
on September 1846, aged 54 years. His daughter Margaret, aged 19 years,
predeceased him by two months by succumbing to that other nineteenth-century
‘killer’, consumption. Her sister Anne had died two years earlier aged 21 years, of
‘fever’.

Head of Bakehouse Close, c. 1900, Edinburgh City Museums

The census returns of 1861-1901, give house numbers for both sides of the
close and also figures for rooms with more than one window. In 1861, 86 rooms in
the buildings on the west side of Bakehouse Close had one or more windows. There
were 247 people living in them with occupations such as tailor, labourer,
washerwoman, glasscutter, blacksmith, seamstress, envelope folder, dressmaker,
18

clerk, cooper, baker, cabinet maker, coach driver, domestic servant, porter, paper
worker, milk carrier, laundress, needle woman, stocking knitter; with others
designated as daughter, son or scholar. Numbers appeared as lodgers. Places of
birth ranged from Edinburgh to Glasgow, Ireland, Aberdeen, Malta, Haddington,
Kent, Hull, Wick, Airdrie, South Leith. By 1891 188 people were listed as occupants
of the west side.(The census returns at this time numerated 59 rooms with one or
more windows.) Four occupants received the designation of rag picker and one of
rag sorter, but many were labourers and porters, or had other occupations such as
chimney sweep, sawer, printer’s message girl, tobacco worker, house painter.
Young people of 14 years or under numbered 67 out of the 188 inhabitants, with
several more of that age in employment. Again, place of birth showed a variety of
areas (for example Ireland, Glasgow, Perth, Selkirk) but Edinburgh dominated. By
1901 the figures showed a small reduction to 181; 61 of whom were under 16 years
(32 boys and 29 girls). Whether the introduction of ‘ticketed housing’ had had the
effect of reducing the number of occupants is hard to determine. Various studies and
reports such as George Bell’s Day and Night in Blackfriar’s Wynd (1849); and the
work of social reformers, had led to the appointment in 1861, of Henry Littlejohn as
first medical officer for health in Edinburgh. Attempts to improve health by combating
overcrowding, often caused by the taking in of lodgers, resulted in the introduction of
the ticket system. A metal ticket, inscribed with the maximum number of occupants
to be allowed per room according to cubic capacity, was fixed to a door or lintel.
Police and sanitary inspectors could then raid a house at any time to check on
occupancy; though inspectors were constantly thwarted by an early warning system
operating from close to close, enabling people to hide wherever they could. On
display in the People’s Story Museum are tickets found on a door off the scale stair
leading from Bakehouse Close to the first and second floors
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Until the Representation of the People Act of 1918, no women and not all men
were eligible to vote. The Reform Act of 1867 had given Scottish male householders
and lodgers paying £10 a year in rent, the right to vote in burghs; and the 1884
Reform Act increased the number of men who could vote in Britain from around 3
million to 5 million. Servants, sons living at home and men receiving poor relief or
who had not paid their rates, could not vote. For the west side of Bakehouse Close,
39 men over 21 years were enumerated in the census of 1891, but 21 males
appeared on the Register of Voters of 1888-9. It is difficult to gauge how many
residents there were on the west side of Bakehouse Close by the time of the
purchase of the property by the Town Council in 1924. The 1924 roll of voters for
Canongate Municipal Ward East Division, gives some indication, with 22 voters
named. The suffrage had been extended in 1918 to all men over 21 and to women
over 30 years who were householders or were married to householders or university
graduates. Doubtless many of the occupants had already been moved under the
compulsory purchase order although Craigdallie’s firewood factory remained in the
south. Frank Mears in his 1924 report on ‘Huntly House’, described the condition of
the buildings as ‘bad on the whole; the upper floors and roof, in particular, are getting
very dilapidated.’ He found the ‘long wing composed of several small mansions built
in succession down the old garden’ as ‘going into disrepair through bad tenants.’ He
concluded – ‘I see no prospect of making good houses out of this portion even if it
were desirable’.
North East of Bakehouse Close – 142 and 144 Canongate
The Historical Monuments (Scotland) Commission of 1951 considered that
142 Canongate and the narrower tenement adjoining it behind (144) appeared to be
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‘substantially of the seventeenth century, yet both seem to include remnants of
sixteenth-century work’. The front building comprised three main stories with an attic
and cellarage, originally with three main apartments on each floor. Access was by a
newel stair projecting ten feet forwards from the building-line and furnished with a
double ‘gun-hole’ in the west wall, dating from the late sixteenth century. Internally
this is currently viewed behind glass in the Museum.

External and internal views of gun ports

A century later, the whole frontage had been carried forward to the outer face of the
stair tower and other alterations were made later.
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James Skene, 1817, Edinburgh City Libraries

The back tenement, extending southwards along what came to be known as Slater’s
Court on the east, had three main stories with a fourth single room placed on the
adjoining end of No 142.

Slater’s Court in 1927
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Slater’s Court in 2018 with Acheson House beyond

Sometime in the late seventeenth century, a rectangular stair-wing projecting
towards Bakehouse Close was added as the entrance.

William Channing 1854

2018

In the nineteenth century, the ground floor of the front building became a public
house which was later extended to include the ground floor of the tenement.
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Break in wall showing location of pub extension

By 1968, when both buildings were extensively renovated to become the
extension to Huntly House Museum, the upper floors of the buildings had become
ruinous and inaccessible. During the gutting of the buildings in 1968, remnants of a
painted ceiling were found in the first floor of the back tenement. The southern half
of the floor (the northern part consisting of a room and lobby giving access to the
stair) contained a stone lintelled fireplace in its west wall and:
the remains of a painted timber ceiling composed of cross beams spanning from E. to W. and
filler joints notched into beams to carry the floor. The sides and soffits of the beams are
painted with crude arabesque ornament in the style of the late sixteenth or early seventeenth
33
centuries.

The Evening News waxed lyrically. ‘To the workmen it was just another job, but
someone noticed the quaint, unusual painting which coloured the murky floor-boards
of one of the rooms’.34 Huntly House officials were called in who:
found the paintings – and writings- intriguing enough to call in the National Trust. They swept
away the cobwebs and dust, carefully studying one piece of wooden flooring and then
another and decided that the paintings were an example of interior decoration of the
seventeenth cent

Such parts as could be recovered were removed and treated but were found to be
unsuitable for reuse in the building and are in storage. A fragment of early
seventeenth- century painted ceiling from Pinkie House was fitted instead, in a small
room in the new extension to Huntly House. Painted ceilings were a popular form of
interior decorating between the 1570s and the 1630s; and the design and painting of
the ceiling panels from 144 Canongate seem to indicate that they were executed by
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a private painter working for a well-off middle class resident.35

Painted ceiling on display in the Museum of Edinburgh

Late Sixteenth and early Seventeenth centuries
The first title deed relating to the property on the east side of Bakehouse
Close is a Charter of Resignation by the Magistrates of Edinburgh dated 23 July
1735, in favour of John Aitken, following a Disposition by William Colt of Garturk.36 In
the Hammermen’s Dispostion of 1762, the list adjoining proprietors on the east
named James Aitchison, Sir Archibald Aitchison of Glencairney, John Aitken, Miss
Greirson, Heirs of William Lauder, John Aitchison and William Wilson. As will be
seen later, Sir Archibald, Miss Grierson and the heirs of William Lauder in turn
owned the property known as Acheson House while William Wilson resided in
Wilson’s Court in 1762. As described earlier, John Achieson had disponed his
eastern tenement of land to his brother James in 1592 and subsequently part of the
area had been acquired by Archibald Acheson. James Acheson most probably sold
the rest of the property to Patrick Hart and his wife Mause Smith as the1735 charter
and sasine in favour of John Aitken, wright (carpenter) in Canongate, noted that he
bought from William Coult of Gartuk:
all and whole that tenement of Land back and fore under and above with the pertinents lying
in the Burgh of Canongate upon the south side of the High Street of the same a little above
the Canongate Cross sometime pertaining to Patrick Heart and Mause Smith his spouse
which Tenement of land consists of a Laigh Cellar, a dwelling house and shop and another
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dwelling house all above the said cellar.

At the time of the 1735 purchase, the cellar was possessed by James Sommers, the
dwelling house and shop immediately above the cellar by James Johnston, couper
and the other dwelling house above these, by John Aitken himself. The charter
indicates that Patrick Simpson was a former proprietor after Hart, but says nothing
more about ownership. To date, nothing has emerged about the name Patrick
Simpson. Similarly, there is nothing to indicate the physical extent of the dwelling
houses and whether the dwelling occupied by Aitken was of one or two stories.
Patrick Hart, however, was a seventeenth-century Canongate maltman and burgess
who appeared on both the tax and stent rolls of 1630 several times, implying that he
had substantial holdings of land. A disposition of 10 October 1640 by John Edgar,
for example, in favour of Jean Kincaid of a tenement of land cited it between the
lands and yard of the late Sir Archibald Acheson and the low yard of the late William
Sharp on the west and the lands of the late Alexander MacNeill, now of Patrick Hart
on the east. Hart married Mausie Smythe on 19 February 1605. She must have had
land in her own right, as she paid 200 merks of stent money in 1630, while her
husband paid both £40 and 100 merks (indicating separate holdings). Indeed Little
Jack’s Close was previously named Mausie Smith’s Close.

Gordon of Rothiemay 1647

Gordon of Rothiemay’s Bird’s Eye View of Edinburgh in 1647 shows the Canongate
as a continuous line of buildings (albeit in a classically composed drawing),
stretching from Holyrood westwards along the High Street. Buildings are depicted as
37
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sandwiched between the street and formally laid out gardens and orchards which lie
southwards and are bounded by a wall and road.
Patrick Hart’s father was John Hart, burgess of the Canongate and he had an
elder brother called John. On 27 November 1606, Mawsie Smyth and Patrik Hairt
raised a complaint against Alexander Auchterlony in Housbandtown of Auchinleck
and Sir William Auchterlony of that Ilk, for a debt of £800 and 100 merks as
expenses. Hart appeared for himself and his spouse and received a decision in their
favour On the same day, however, an indication of Patrick’s temperament was hinted
at in a complaint to the Privy Council that a group of Canongate craftsmen had come
‘all armed with swords and daggers to the house of Patrik Hairt, burgess of the
Cannongait’ and there wounded Johnne Layng.38 Perhaps Hart was entirely innocent
on this occasion, but certainly not a few months later when he and Duncane Nesche,
another Canongate burgess, pursued one another with weapons during the sitting of
Parliament and ‘maid a verie grite commotioun’ resulting in them being tried for
breach of the peace.39 Meanwhile, Patrick Hart, along with several others, including
his father and brother and Johnne Achiesine, portioner of Inveresk, had to give
monetary assurances that they would not harm Edmond Smyth, tailor.40 More
seriously, on 13 August 1608, the baillies of Edinburgh and Johnne McCoull one of
the burgh officers, raised a complaint against James Hart goldsmith, Patrik Hairt and
William Sibbald, indwellers in the Cannongait, which resulted in them being
committed to the castle of Edinburgh. McCoull had tried to prevent the defenders
from transporting Archibald Bane, a burgess of Edinburgh to the tollbooth of the
Cannongait without warrant of the magistrates. The said persons ‘with thair feit and
neeis gaif him mony bauch and bla strykis’ and then carried Bane out of the liberty of
Edinburgh to the said tollbooth.41 They then returned to the said officer and ‘violentlie
rasheit him over a number of grite treis’, besides assaulting him with their feet and
pulling out ‘ane flescheor knyff of purpose to slay him’.42
Notwithstanding his brief sojourn in the Castle in August 1608 – he was
released on bail after three days – Hart continued to carry out his duties as treasurer
and councillor of the Canongate burgh; and he acted as one of the witnesses to the
38
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Bond for the Earl of Errol’s conformity to ‘the present religion’ (Protestantism).43 He
seems to have kept out of serious trouble until 27 July 1620, when he was among a
number of maltmen prosecuted for overcharging between 1612 and 1620. Hart was
fined £25 and forbidden to charge for the making of malt, more than one boll of beir
for a chalder of malt.44 (A boll was a dry measure not exceeding six bushels; beir is
barley, and a chalder, a measure of grain nearly eight quarters.) More trouble
occurred on 10 June 1623 when the Privy Councillors heard a petition from Cuthbert
Smith, servitor of Sir Francis Crandlyne of Annick Abbey against Patrik Hairt for the
restoration of two stolen horses. A grey horse and a brown mare had been found in
the hands of Patrik Hairt in the Cannogait ‘who gaif up George Fraser in Jedburgh as
his warrand fra whome he boght the horss’.45 Fraser had already been lodged in the
Tolbooth, having confessed to his crime. Hart had to give back the horses. There are
further references to Patrick Hart in 1626 when Sir William Bellenden gave caution of
3000 merks that he would not molest Patrik Hairt burgess of the Cannogait nor his
family (2 June); and in November, when Hart, as a good citizen, appeared as a
witness in a case of suspected illegal coining of money on board a Flemish ship in
the port of Leith.
Family trouble occurred in 1628. On 23 April, Mr John Hairt, son and heir to
the deceased Mr John Hairt complained to the Privy Council that he had come from
England on 16 March immediately after his father’s death, to claim possession of his
father’s houses in the Cowgate, only to discover them ruinous and in need of repair
work which he then organised. His brother Patrick, however, had got the work
stopped, as he claimed to be the heir of the property. The Council decided that
Patrick should pay his brother for any damage incurred, but the case still seems to
have been ongoing in May.46 Patrick Hart’s son John was entered as a burgess of
the Canongate on 1 May 1634.47 The last record to date of Patrick Hart himself is
his signature on the National Covenant of 1638, in protest against the introduction to
Scotland of the English prayer book and other religious measures by Charles I.48
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National Covenant on display in the Museum of Edinburgh

Certainly he was dead by the late seventeenth century, when a tenement of land of
the heirs of the deceased Patrick Hart, maltman and Mause Smith was disponed to
Sir Robert Colt advocate on 18 December 1692. Sir Robert Colt, solicitor to Charles
II in 1684 and knighted two years later, died in 1694 and there is no record of who
then became owner of the tenement.49
Eighteenth century
Following his purchase of the property in 1735, John Aitken kept one dwelling
house for himself and let out the cellar to James Sommers and the dwelling house
and shop immediately above the cellar to James Johnstone, couper.

Kincaid’s map of Edinburgh, 1777

A John Aitken, wright burgess of the Canongate married Margaret Forsyth, a
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farmer’s daughter from Direlton and servatrix to the Lady Sprott in Edinburgh, on 10
December 1697. This may be the same John Aitken, now designated as the ‘elder’
who married Jean McLean, a merchant’s servant, on 13 January 1724. Marriages
were also recorded in the early 1720s Canongate Register for John Aitken younger,
wright and James Aitken, son to John Aitken wright. The only evidence that does
correlate is the marriage record of 21January 1749 of Jean, daughter to John
Aitkene wright in Edinburgh and Lieutenant Donald McDonald late of Louden’s
Regiment. In a sasine of 30 May 1765, Jean Aitken is described as only daughter of
the deceased John Aitken and married to Captain Donald MacDonald of his
Majesty’s Marine Forces and then of the late Eighth fourth Regiment of foot.50 On
her father’s death she had inherited the property though her mother had a liferent. A
widow by 1812, the date of her disposition, Jean sold her inheritance to William
Boswell, Canongate cabinetmaker, for £164 and failing him, to George Boswell,
cabinetmaker. William Boswell was listed as being opposite the Canongate Church
in the Trade Directory of 1804-5.
Nineteenth Century
George Boswell as seen earlier, appeared as a tenant of Alexander Munro on
the west side of the close in 1831. In common with the west side of Bakehouse
Close, on the east side there is a subsequent trail of inheritance and sale. By 1839,
the heir was George’s sister Elizabeth who lived in Brighton with her music seller
husband, Alexander McCarroll and their daughters, Christina and Anne. They made
a disposition in the following year (21 June) to Alexander Brown, solicitor, who in
turn sold the building to William Cameron, spirit dealer of 148 Canongate. Cameron’s
death from cholera left his son, William as the new owner.51 Described as an
engraver and spirit dealer, by 1854 he had gone to London, finding employment
there as a clerk. On 2 June 1854, he sold to none other than Andrew Slater who as
before, borrowed the money from the Scottish Permanent Property Investment
Company, repaying his bond on 1 December 1875.
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Bruce J Holme, Old Houses in Edinburgh, 1895-1907

There remains the question of the back tenement or 1 Bakehouse Close, as it
was numbered in the nineteenth century. The southern part of the first floor
contained the painted ceiling, ‘the sides and soffits of the beams’ being painted with
‘crude arabesque ornament in the style of the late sixteenth or early seventeenth
centuries’.52 By the mid-eighteenth century, considerable alterations had been
carried but on 16 August 1775, James Scott of Gibliston, eldest son and heir of the
late John Scott of Gibliston, granted to his nephew, James Scott of Scalloway:
all and whole the Lodging and TOP Storey of that Tenement of Land lying opposite to the
Church of Canongate, presently possessed by Scott painter Mrs Morrison and Mrs Lauder
with the Fore and back entrys thereto lying immediately above the first two storeys which did
lately belong to John Aitken Wright and now to his relict and other representatives and whole
parts pendicles and pertinents thereof called Gibliston’s land.

James Scott had married Katherine Sinclair, heiress of estates in Scalloway in
1750.53 Gibliston’s land remained in the hands of the Scott family until the trustees
for the creditors of Gideon Scott, great grandson, took ownership in 1853, selling to
Andrew Slater on 21 November 1853.
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William Channing, 1858

In 1861 the census recorded 142 Canongate as being a public house
occupied by Isabella Cameron, a widow, living in 144, along with her son-in-law,
daughter, two grandsons, a granddaughter and two women, presumably lodgers,
described as domestic servants, one from Ireland, the other from England. There are
six rooms with one or more windows. The other household contained a widower, his
son and nephew with three rooms of one or more windows. By 1891, eight people
lived in each of the two households in 144 Canongate; the numbers decreasing, ten
years later, to six and five people respectively.In 1932 when F. C. Mears was asked
to put forward suggestions for the museum curator’s residence, there appear to have
been two tenants living in the houses above the pubic house.54 (Mears described the
accommodation as comprising ‘on ground floor of living-room, scullery and
bathroom; on the upper floor a sitting-room and small bedroom, and in the attics a
large and small bedroom.’) Two households occupied number 1 Bakehouse Close in
the period 1861-1891, with some degree of household mobility. In 1861, the head of
household number one was William Stott, an army Chelsea pensioner, born in
Edinburgh and aged 53 years. He was living with his wife, two daughters and a
lodger. Ten years later, household number one consisted of Peter Donald, a
plasterer from Scone, his wife and three daughters. By 1881, Peter Donald was a
54
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widower living with two daughters, but in 1891, William Louden baker, his wife and
their four children were the tenants. There was greater stability in household
number two. Although an 84 years’ old widow from Aberdeen, her granddaughter
and four lodgers lived there in 1861, from 1871 to 1891, the household head was
Terrence McGuire, an Irish labourer who was unemployed in 1871 and sharing the
premises with his wife Roseann, two daughters and five sons, ranging in ages from
9 months to 14 years, along with his two in-laws and a lodger. By 1881, McGuire
was working as a slate layer’s labourer and the household had reduced to two
daughters and three sons. In 1891, he had become a railway place-layer and a
grandson had joined the household. Number Three Bakehouse Close seems to be
the low building running south from number one to Acheson House, seen in all
views and photographs of the close.

Bruce J. Holmes, 1900

There is no record of its origins to connect it to the various owners of the
neighbouring properties. The 1861 census listed the occupants as a widow, Janet
Blackie, described as an Edinburgh washerwoman, her seven years’ old son and a
dressmaker boarder. In 1871 the tenants were Alexander Rae from Fintry, an
engineer in a comb factory, his wife, grandson, granddaughter and her husband and
their two months’ old son. Occupancy had changed again by the time of the next
census when a 76 years’ old engine fitter, his wife, son, daughter-in-law and three
grandchildren were living there. By 1891 there seem to be two households in number
three, consisting of a total of seven adults aged over 16 years and two children.
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2018 view

In total, 48 people were registered as living in the buildings on the east side of the
close in 1861 and 63 in 1891. 142 Canongate remained as a pub until the 1960s
Acheson House

2018 view

No title deeds earlier than a sasine of 15 November 1735 exist for the
property known as Acheson House, the stair wing of which abuts the back tenement
on the north. By 1935 when the Marquess of Bute undertook the restoration of the
property, it had undergone many changes of use and John Harris clerk of works
noted that many of ‘the walls had been pulled about where alterations had been
made to convert the house into small dwellings’.55 He also concluded that the
building had not been finished according to the original intentions; citing that over the
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stone stair and main entrance door the tiled lean-to roof with its pitch of about 25
degrees ‘seemed to lack connection with this house’.56 On the removal of the old
roof, the wall-head was found in an unfinished condition, ‘while in all other parts of
the house the walls were carefully levelled and checked to suit the roof timbers’.57
Other structural evidence indicated that not only had the house to be accommodated
to adjoining buildings but also to those formerly on the site. The original cobbling of
the close was discovered within the gable of the main wing and abutting against the
foundation of an older gable. The Edinburgh Evening News of 20 August 1937
reported this with the information that a trap-door had been made in the floor of the
kitchen to allow this cobbling to be seen.
Seventeenth Century
Following the death of Sir Archibald Acheson, Sir Patrick Acheson as first son
inherited the property but he sold it at some point before his early death in 1638, to
Patrick Wood, an Edinburgh merchant burgess and guild brother, entered as such on
20 December 1623, by right of his wife Issobell, daughter to the late James Speir.
Patrick Wood seems to have been a merchant of some means judging by the
number of times he gave loans to the Town Council of which he appeared as a
member on 4 October 1636. Money was ordered to be repaid to him on 14 August
1630; and on 31 July 1633, he loaned the Council 3,000 merks to make up the sum
of 12,000 merks to be given to King Charles 1 ‘at his entrie within the burgh’.58 In the
following year, the Council ordered the treasurer to pay Patrick Wood the money
borrowed by William Gray and Mr Alexander Guthrie, commissioners for the burghs
in England (25 June 1634); and on 20 May 1635 the treasurer reported that he had
paid 10,000 merks to James Murray and 13,120 merks to Patrick Wood merchant.
Some idea of the variety of activities Patrick Wood engaged in during these years
can be gained from the cases and complaints heard by the Privy Council. These
range from official, such as appearing on behalf of some ship owners in a case of an
alleged seizing of a ship (1 April 1635); or being part of an inquiry into the siting of a
lighthouse on the Isle of May (14 December 1637); to the personal, as in an action in
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1634 against Sir John Blackadder of Tulliallon for debt; or when complaining about
duties owed to him from the lands of the Earl of Buccleuche. (14 December 1637).59
A tack granted by the Edinburgh magistrates on 23 November 1663 to James
Davidson, specifies a Newhaven rope-works, ‘such as the late Patrick Wood had’.
An outbreak of plague south of the border caused the Privy Council on 1 June 1636
to consider:
it meit and expedient that the packs pertaining to Patrik Wod, which ar latelie come frome
London and wer packed there sall be singed with fire and thereafter deliverered to the said
Patrik Wod and his servants in his name in presence of the Dean of Gild and one of the
bailleis of Edinburgh, and that the rest of the packs which wer brought from Newcastel sall be
putt in some sure place at the sight of the said deane of gild and baillie of Edinburgh, there to
be keeped and not to be opened nor medled with till forder direction be givin be his Majesteis
60
Counsell thereanent.

Patrick Wood no doubt sustained considerable loss as a result of this
occupational hazard but remained active at least until 26 July 1638 when the Privy
Council gave him as a neutral person, a duty to undertake with regard to the rents of
certain disputed lands.61 Wood, however, must have died soon after as in June
1640, his underage son James was apprised for debt by James Murray, the
younger.62 The various tenements of land granted to Murray by the Magistrates of
Edinburgh included the former tenement of Sir Archibald Acheson.

Charter in favour of James Murray merchant, National Records of Scotland

Merchant James Murray the younger became a burgess and guild brother by
right of his father James on 17 January 1638. As part of the reclaims, on 13 January
1642, Murray and others complained to the Privy Council against Sir John
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Blackadder of Tulliallan who had still not removed himself from his lands as ordered
eight years earlier when he was in debt to Patrick Wood. The elder James Murray
married Bethia Maule and had three sons and four daughters, James being the
eldest son.63 Murray senior, a member of Edinburgh Town Council and a baillie, was
appointed on 14 March 1632, to the commission charged with the consultation over
the building of Parliament House. The Town Council instructed ‘that the haill
nichtboures be conveynit in the counsall hous upoune such severall days and
dyetties as the magistrattis sall appoint’; and a book of promises of financial
contributions was to be kept.64 Murray the elder also lent money to the Council and
on 2 June 1641, he chaired a committee to make arrangements for the proposed
visit of the king. On 18 December 1646, he donated money for the building of two
chambers in the College. His son James seems to have followed in his footsteps,
being on 20 March 1640, a member of the Council’s committee for affairs ‘in trubles
tymes’.65 On 16 February 1643, the Privy Council appointed James Murray the
younger to a commission for the establishment of manufactories in Scotland.66 Since
August 1642, however, the English Parliament had been at war with Charles I and
both sides appealed for Scottish support. It looks as though Murray might have sided
with the king, as an acknowledgement of 1 June 1643 shows that he gave 400
merks for the supply of the army in Ireland.67
There is no record of what use James Murray the younger made of the
Acheson property but on 9 September 1652, ownership changed again. In the
previous month James Broune and John Inglis had raised an action against Sir
James Murray for a debt of 11,100 pounds scots. (James Murray the younger had
now become Sir James Murray of Skirling.) As a result they were granted various
lands, including those of Skirling (Peeblesshire), and several tenements in the burgh
of Edinburgh. They received Murray’s:
Tenement of land behind and befoir wndir and aboue with the kill, Coble Barne and yaird in
the Burgh of ye Canniegait wpone the southsyd of ye hie streit yerof Betuix the Tenement of
land Belongin to ye airis of wmqguhile Schir William Scharpe of Balludoch wpone the west
The Tenement belonging to wmquhile Mr Johne achiesone (not legible) wpon the east great
standwall of ye orchard belonging To the said umquhile Schir William Scharpe wpon ye south
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and the comoneway of ye said Burh wpone the north pairtis with free ische entrie access &
regress Be the great entrie quhilk is (illegible)said Tenement And the foirsid Tenement of ye
airis of ye said wmquhill Sir William Scharpe and with free ische vse & libertie of the well and
68
(illegible)cloise.

This transaction of 1652 gives the first description of the property formerly owned by
Sir Archibald Acheson. It has a kiln and cobble indicating brewing activities and a
yard; a cobble being a place for steeping malt and a kiln a wooden frame for
ventilating a corn stack. Right of way through the close seemed guaranteed, as did
access to the well. The sasine denoted James Broune and John Inglis as merchants
in Edinburgh, formerly residing at Bordeaux.69 Identifying these merchants is
problematic as the name John Inglis appeared many times in the Town Council
minutes for the 1630s and 1640s, undertaking a range of duties, including collecting
a tax on imported goods; lending money for the building of Parliament House; and
being appointed to a special committee for dealing with affairs ‘in trubles tymes’.70
A more likely candidate, however, could be the John Inglis entered as a
master on the Edinburgh roll of burgesses and guild brothers on 12 April 1648, when
Gilbert Somerville, tailor, guaranteed that Inglis would come to reside in Edinburgh
before Lammas (August).71 A further piece of circumstantial evidence relates to an
instruction by the Edinburgh Town Council to their treasurer on 6 July 1660, to ‘tak
the twa packs of Popish books pertaining to John Ingles out of the dwelling hous of
George Mayne who sent them to Scotland and to lay them down in the laiche
Parliament hous’.72 The case reached the Privy Council in the following year when,
on 7 November, it was reported that Jon Inglis and William Broune had been
‘apprehendit and imprisoned in the tolbuith of Edinburgh for being trafficking papists’
and their books seized.73 Broune described as a tailor, accepted his sentence of
banishment apparently without protest but John Inglis merchant ‘acknowledged
himself to be of the Roman religion’ and refused to divulge the names of any ‘popish
preists’ or to renounce his faith.74 The Lords gave him 20 days to leave the country
Inglis petitioned the Council on 3 December 1661, pleading that ‘through want of his
68
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papers he is unable to settle his creditors and to pay his debts’.75 The Privy Council
ordered his papers to be delivered to him, but refused to grant him more time before
his sentence would begin. If the banished John Inglis and William Broun were coowners of the Acheson property, their fate could explain the subsequent transaction
but there is no conclusive evidence. A decree of the Lords of Council and Session,
dated 3 September 1661, gave ownership to Jean Wilson, underage daughter of
Thomas Wilson, sailor in Leith and Barbara Broun. By 30 March 1672, Jean Wilson
had married Ludovic Callender with whose consent she ceded the property to James
Murray of Skirling who thus bought back his former property.
Eighteenth century
As stated earlier, the first extant title deed for the Acheson House property is
dated 15 November 1735.76 This is a disposition from John Grierson Depute Clerk of
the Canongate, to William Lauder, coachmaker. The document contains the
information that Grierson had become the proprietor by means of several Decreets
of Adjudication obtained before the Lords of Council and Session on 16 January
1713 and 18 June 1718. James Murray, eldest son of Alexander Murray of Skirling
and grandson of the deceased James Murray of Skirling (who died in 1678) with the
consent of his tutors and curators, renounced his claim. John Grierson was a
burgess and guild brother of Edinburgh, entered by right of his wife, on 4 June 1712.
On 17 December 1709 he had married Christian Swyne or Swintoun (1690-1731),
daughter of the principal clerk of the Canongate, Alexander Swyne of Strathore and
they had three children, Alexander (died 1734), Elizabeth and Isobel. Grierson had
his ownership of the former Acheson property confirmed by charter on 13 February
and 10 April 1734; and in turn, granted a tack or lease to William Lauder on 21
January 1735. The picture now becomes more complicated. Grierson’s subsequent
sale to William Lauder and his spouse Jane Mitchell, eldest daughter of John
Mitchell, brewer burgess, was described as being the house, shop, yard, stable and
hayloft above the same. These were situated on the ground to the south of Acheson
House. Grierson himself seems to have kept the main house which was inherited by
his daughter Isobel.77
From a disposition of 1786, it appears that on Isobel Grierson’s death, her
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inheritance passed on 13 September 1782, to Euphand Hepburn, only daughter of
the deceased John Hepburn, merchant in Prestonpans, ‘cousin german’ of John
Grierson. Euphand Hepburn sold the property to the Incorporation of Bakers in
Canongate on 5 July 1784.78 Meanwhile, William Lauder, coachmaker and sometime
burgh treasurer, had accumulated various debts which were passed to his daughters
Agnes and Jean and their coachmaker husbands, James Reid and Robert Millar on
Lauder’s death around 1747. Agnes’ son James Reid, writer in Edinburgh, eldest son
and heir of the deceased James Reid, was granted a charter and disposition in his
favour on 20 September 1786, of ‘All and haill that Stable and Hayloft above the
same with the area before the same ‘ which had been owned by his grandfather.79
Reid’s ownership had to be confirmed as he had dealt with the inherited debt by
selling his father’s various properties in the Canongate. A sale notice in the
Edinburgh Evening Courant on 19 November 1785, advertised the subjects
belonging to the deceased James Reid as including:
Area and Yard fronting the High street of Canongate opposite the Church, well situated for
building upon; with a work-house erected on the bak part thereof as presently possessed by
Mr Patrick Taylor painter at the yearly rate of £4 15s sterling: that Dwelling-House consisting
of two rooms, kitchen and cellar, adjoining said Area, as presently possessed by Mrs Miller :
that Large Stone Tenement, presently occupied by Mr Cheap linen manufacturer, and Messrs
Hamilton and Son Cabinetmakers, lying in Hammermen’s Close, Canongate, and possessed
by them at the yearly rent of £11 15s; and an Area consisting of 15 feet from east to west,
and 37 feet from south to north, the walls included, with power to build upon the present
foundation at pleasure, and a Midden-stead before the same lying in Hammermen’s Close.

Invaluable in helping with an understanding of what is being described here is
the plan submitted to the Dean of Guild in 1784 by the Incorporation of Bakers
during their dispute with Mr Gilbert Innes.
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Pencil drawing of the Bakers’ plans, 1784, Edinburgh City Archives

As has been seen, Innes objected unsuccessfully to the Bakers’ plans. These show
an area marked as 15 feet by 37 feet lying to the south of Acheson House, itself
designated ‘Manoir formerly Now the Incorporations’, and to the west of the ‘Ruinous
House Mr Reids’. To the south of these is a ‘Stable now the Incorporations for
hoding Firewood’. The latter, Mr Innes claimed, were the malt barn and kiln
mentioned in James Murray’s charter of 1687. The Bakers planned to build their
Bakehouse and Convening House to the south of these – that is, where the current
Royal Commission for Fine Art building stands.

RCFA 2018

During the course of his argument Innes said that he thought that the Stable was
converted into such by Lauder:
Lauder was a coachmaker. He was proprietor of the Subjects to the East of Grierson’s
subjects and had his coachyard there for the purpose of which work he had acquired the
property of that house which entered from his coachyard by the East side wall and afterwards
80
he converted it into a stable.

Innes also concluded that that the Bakers had no right either to the area covered by
80
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the midden-stead(dunghill).
The Trade Directory for 1797-8 listed a Mrs Millar with furnished lodgings in
Hammerman’s Close along with David Doeg and William Dunbar, both of whom
were denoted as tenants of the Hammermen in 1762. A Peter Taylor, painter
appeared in the 1780-1 Directory as opposite Canongate Church or Middle of
Canongate. These could be the people referred to in Reid’s sale notice of 1785.
Robert Miller, coachmaker, named as opposite Canongate Church in 1773, was
probably the husband of Jean Reid, James Reid’s aunt. Several years of dispute
ensued between James Reid and Messrs William and James Hamilton. A disposition
by the Incorporation of Bakers of 15 December 1785, recorded the sale of the large
old tenement to the Hamiltons but Reid seems to have had some claim on it. A
missive letter from him to Messrs Wm Hamilton and Son, dated 23 November 1785,
indicated that they had offered to him £195 for the area or yard possessed by Mr
Patrick Taylor with the workhouse erected in the back yard; the dwelling house
possessed by Mrs Miller and the large stone tenement occupied by Reid and Mr
Cheap as workhouses. By 11 March 1788, however, the Hamiltons had still not
received the property disponed on 29 May 1787 by Reid and they had to procure a
Decreet of Adjudication to confirm their ownership. Their sasine is dated 14 April
1791 but they were still legally arguing with Reid in 1799 when Mary Fraser, James
Reid’s wife, renounced a liferent annuity from the property because her husband was
no longer the owner. The Bakers had meanwhile built their bakehouse, oven and
convening room. Several years later, they let these premises to George Simpson on
3 March 1814. By 1816 when Joseph Brown of Brownsmills bought the buildings,
they had been converted into a smithy, workshop and dwelling house.
Nineteenth Century
James Hamilton died in 1802 leaving an underage son, Robert William,
grandson of William Hamilton, now of Bothwell Park. The Hamitons then sold to
James Lowden, pin maker.81 Lowden appeared in the Trade Directory for 1804-5 but
must have had financial problems. He sequestrated his real and personal estate on
15 October 1807 and part of this, along with his ‘machinery implements’, was put on
the market a few months later. The Edinburgh Evening Courant of 7 March 1808
81
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advertised a public roup within the Athenaeum or Merchants’ Hall, Hunter Square.
The advertisement invited bids for:
several Tenements of Houses and workshops etc with an Area in front, and a large Green or
Area behind the same, all as presently possessed by the said James Lowden as a pin
manufactory. The extent of the premises, their centrical situation, and easy access, having a
large area behind and another in front, entering immediately from the street, must render
them a desirable purchase, either for builders or manufacturers, as a more advantageous
situation for a manufactory or work/shops of any kind can seldom be met with.

With the upset price set at £320, three bidders competed against each other;
Ebenezer McGeorge being the last and highest at £400. McGeorge, Writer and
Messenger in Edinburgh, acted on behalf of himself and Robert Brunton, merchant in
Leith, to whom he sold his half share.82 Brunton retained ownership until 5 August
1829 when £300 was paid to him by James Chalmers, an Edinburgh solicitor. On 17
February 1830, Chalmers disponed the property to John Slater, his wife Ann Wilson
and their children John, Elizabeth, Menzies, Andrew, Anne, Janet and any future
children. From the legal arrangements, it appears that Slater, a slater in the
Canongate, bought the property as an investment for his children.83
Both John and Ann Slater were dead by 1848. There were five heirs – John, a
brassfounder in Greenock; Andrew, a slater in Canongate, formerly residing in St
John’s Street; Elizabeth, wife of Richard Hale of 203 Canongate, then Thomson’s
Close; Ann and James residing in number 140 Canongate, then Ann in 203
Canongate and James in St John’s Street. Each inherited one fifth. No mention is
made of Menzies or Janet. Ann seems to have died around this time and a family
feud ensued, as both Elizabeth and James claimed her share. On 21 July 1848 the
Court of Session decided in favour of James and against Elizabeth and Richard Hale
who were ordered to remove themselves, family servants and dependents and to
pay the relevant rents and duties. Andrew Slater had, meanwhile, moved to 17
Spring Gardens and purchased 142 Canongate. He proceeded to buy from his sister
Elizabeth, her one fifth of the Acheson House property for £30 on 13 December
1855. Two years later, James sold his two fifths for £60; later emigrating to Australia
where he became a coachbuilder at Soldiers Hill, Ballarat. John Slater retained his
one fifth which he left, on his death in 1893, to his sister-in-law, Isabella Stewart or
Slater, widow of Menzies, then residing at 16 Danube Street, Edinburgh.
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East and West of Bakehouse Close 1879 -1924
Andrew Slater became, therefore, owner of four fifths of the Acheson House
property. As seen earlier, he had acquired 142 Canongate, and had purchased
Gibliston’s Land in 1853 and the property on the west of Bakehouse Close by 1879.
Throughout this period, 140 Canongate was named as Slater’s Court in the trade
directories, with Slater’s business established there. Photographs of the late
nineteenth century show his name clearly on the sign, with that of John Dunlop who
rented the premises in the 1890s until 1907. A variety of tenants leased 138 and 142
Canongate, including spirit dealers and a draper. The peak period for the number of
people living in all the properties was 1851 when the census recorded 88 men, 97
women, 70 boys and 68 girls (17years and under), totalling 323. By 1891 the total
had decreased to 251 – 73 men, 74 women, 55 boys and 49 girls. 250 people were
enumerated in 1901. Of these, 181 were born in Edinburgh, with a further two in
Leith and one in Portobello. Irish-born inhabitants numbered 27, with others
originating in Peebles, Glasgow, Arbroath, Dundee, Strathmongo, Tillicoutry, Airdrie,
Perth and Haddington. Occupations remained much as before, with additions such
as celluloid fret sawer, dealer in old iron, ether worker, and ‘keeps a mangle’. The
latter occupant, Margaret Purdie, whose age was guessed as 76 years, lived in 14
Bakehouse Close with her daughter who worked in a confectioner’s warehouse and
a niece who was a cigarette packer. Mrs Purdie presumably supplemented the family
income by putting other people’s clothes through her mangle – a valuable aid to
drying for people occupying small living spaces.
A certain amount of publicity has been given in recent years to the claim that
Acheson House was at some point a brothel known as ‘The Cock and Trumpet’;
giving a new interpretation to the crest of Sir Archibald Acheson. The story comes
from a publication of 1861 entitled The Sliding Scale of Life:or Thirty Years
Observations of Falling Men and Women in Edinburgh by James McLevy of the
Edinburgh Police Detective Staff.84 Written to support the work of the ‘Ragged
Schools’, the book sequelled McLevy’s Curiosities of Crime, another publication of
the same year. The books recounted episodes taken from over 2220 instances of
crimes almost all of which had resulted in convictions. Irishman James McLevy had
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been appointed to the staff of Edinburgh Police detectives in 1833 so the episode he
recounts must have occurred between then and 1861. McLevy in his raid on
dwellings in Acheson House, was in pursuit of stolen goods, namely on this
occasion, hens and ducks; and he describes the thief, Alexander Dewar as being
now head of an establishment of nine beds, having ‘taken up with the landlady’.
Three women named as Kate Semple, Jessie Lumsden and Flora Macdonald were
summoned as witnesses; other names mentioned being Jenny, Helen, Peggy and
Barbara. The property, of course, did not belong to any of them as John Slater had
made the purchase in 1830 and bequeathing it to his sons and daughters in 1848.
As well as his Canongate holdings Andrew Slater owned other property in
Edinburgh which he let. In February 1885 he advertised two properties. For a first
floor flat at 5 Bowhill Terrace consisting of parlour, two bedrooms, kitchen and bath
he asked for a rent of £18. 5 Pilrig Street, on the other hand, a self-contained
property with dining and drawing rooms, kitchen, bath with hot and cold water and
two water closets cost £60.85 He periodically employed slaters; on one occasion
specifically requesting ‘first-class workmen accustomed to Scotch slates’.86 When a
model tenement of workmen’s houses was planned for the 1886 International
Exhibition on the Meadows, the planning committee chose Andrew Slater to
undertake the slating work.87 As well as being involved several times in the selection
of a candidate for election to represent the Canongate Ward, Andrew Slater had the
honour of being the last treasurer of the Society of High Constables of the Burgh of
Canongate. The High Constables had grown out of the need centuries earlier, to
carry out duties of warding and preserving the peace of the burgh which was divided
into districts under the charge of a named citizen. Various duties were assigned to
them, such as removing beggars from the streets or enforcing measures to combat
outbreaks of the plague. Latterly, the tasks of the High Constables consisted in
making up lists of householders for jury duty and of people to serve in the militia or
undertake responsibilities in time of emergency. The Constables also acted as a
guard of honour on civic occasions. The Edinburgh Municipal Extension Act of 1856
abolished the Magistracy of the Canongate and the Society of High Constables was
dissolved. The final dinner of the Society took place in the Wardie Hotel, Trinity, and
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when the company was about to leave, ‘Treasurer Slater very handsomely regaled
all present with a glass each of champagne’.88

View by William Aikman showing the pub frontage before the 1887 alterations

On 23 January 1886, Andrew Slater made an application to the Dean of Guild
Court to:
remove the stone piers in shop No 148 Canongate and to insert two Timber Beams 8 x 7 for
support of the floor joisting which are presently supported on the piers proposed to be
89
removed.

This was the shop occupied by Mr J Sanderson, stationer. More ambitious were the
plans for 142 Canongate submitted in 1889. These show the amalgamation of the
ground floors of both tenements to provide for a jug bar, bar and parlour, complete
with panelled fittings. A bow front and balustrade were to be added to the outside
frontage. James McAndrew became the new tenant in 1891 and his is the name that
appears in photographs of the period, though David Murray was in occupancy after
1907.
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Plan submitted to the Dean of
Guild Court, 1889

1927 photograph showing bow front

In July 1879, according to the terms of their marriage contract, Andrew Slater
established a trust which stipulated arrangements in the event of his death, in favour
of his wife, Janet Christie and his brother James. On the death of the survivor of the
two, the capital of the trust estate would be divided equally among the surviving
children of James Slater. Andrew Slater died on 10 July 1891. Slater’s Court
remained in use as a slater’s yard, though other areas of Bakehouse Close seem to
have been taken over for storage. Bruce Holmes’ drawings of 1900 show slates piled
high behind 148 Canongate; views confirmed by photographs which also show quite
clearly how much the property had deteriorated by the beginning of the twentieth
century.
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Bruce J. Holmes, 1900

Bakehouse Close, 1900s

Andrew Slater’s wife Janet died on 4 February 1911 and his brother James, on 5
July 1912. The surviving trustees granted a disposition of four-fifths parts of subjects
in Canongate on 23 March 1917. The new owners were William John Slater of
Avondale, 157 Kerford Road, Albert Park, Melbourne; Mrs Annie Jane Slater or
Wilson, formerly of Clayton, Victoria, then of Number 77 Evans Street, Port
Melbourne; Andrew Slater, accountant of the Commercial Bank of Australia Limited,
carrying on business at King William Street, Adelaide; and Miss Beatrice Elizabeth
Slater, spinster, of Centre Road, Clayton, Victoria; all in the Commonwealth of
Australia. On their behalf and that of Isabella Slater, John Cameron acting as
Attorney, disponed the property to the Lord Provost Magistrates and Council of the
City of Edinburgh on 29 May and 3 June 1924.
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West courtyard, 1900s

How the site became a Museum
The Lord Provost, Magistrates and Council of the City of Edinburgh
purchased the property numbered 140-150 Canongate as part of a slum clearance
scheme. The property encompassed the buildings then known as Huntly House and
Acheson House, on the west and east sides of Bakehouse Close respectively, with
adjoining buildings in that Close and Slater’s Court, an area lying between Acheson
House and the Canongate street. Architect Frank C Mears was tasked with reporting
on the condition of the buildings, and making recommendations as to potential use.
This he did on 17 December 1924, describing the site as containing ‘our largest and
most picturesque surviving group of sixteenth and seventeenth century dwellings’.90
Mears listed a number of possibilities, along with advantages and disadvantages,
including the suggestion that:
if a suitably designed archway carrying a passage were thrown across the Close at the
southern end there would be provided an ideal home for some kind of public galley or
museum This would consist of a series of good rooms opening one from another so that the
91
visitor goes right round and comes back to the starting point.

The idea of using the properties, or at least the building known as Huntly House, for
a museum was not new. As early as 1908 the Edinburgh Evening News in an article
entitled ‘Last Relic of Disappearing Old Edinburgh’ urged the public authorities to
90
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step in and do something.92
Edinburgh is threatened with the loss of one of its landmarks in the historic mile. And it is a
relic which she cannot part with without a pang. Modernity has swept away a great many of
the sixteenth-century dwellings that stood like sentinels of the past amid the tall lands of later
date, but one picturesque timber-fronted building still survives Apart from John Knox’s House,
it is the last of the timber-fronted houses that rears its head on the main thoroughfare. But it is
in jeopardy, and its very future is at present the subject of very serious consideration. Its
interior does not now come up to sanitary requirements, and the back portion entering from
Bakehouse Close, where up till recently 12 families were accommodated, has been closed as
93
being uninhabitable.

The newspaper speculated that the trustees who owned the property might not be
prepared to make the necessary investment, preferring demolition ‘like its
predecessors elsewhere, to make way for the gaunt and unpicturesque modern
tenement’. Noting that accommodation was needed for the City Museum – then
housed in the City Chambers – to make it more accessible, the author suggested
that the city might acquire the old building and alter it internally to fit it as the
Corporation museum.
Following a site visit on 21 June 1927, by members of the Town Council’s
Plans and Works Committee, Frank Mears and E. J. MacRae, the City Architect
wrote to A. Grierson, Town Clerk, again raising the subject of a museum. The
conclusion had been reached that:
the available space in the front was too small for the purpose, and that if Acheson House and
other buildings in the background were incorporated in the scheme, these would provide
sufficient accommodation for the purpose. It was remitted to Mr MacRae, the City’s Architect,
94
and Mr Mears to submit a scheme which would incorporate these buildings.

Mears and MacRae still favoured a circular route.
(The building) consists of a large front block, with one wing at the west end running
southwards, another wing to the east being formed by Acheson House. These two wings
near the southern end come quite closely together and can easily be connected by
passages over a pend, thus making a complete circuit of the building on the two upper floors.
The main entrance would be on the Canongate where the ground floors would be suitable for
95
exhibits and a doorkeeper’s office.

The two architects concluded that the new museum would have the dual purpose of
housing exhibits for which there was no current accommodation and which were
characteristic of old Edinburgh; simultaneously retaining in the historic Canongate a
building of unique national interest which contained portions going back to pre92
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Reformation days. This vision of a ‘complete museum on four sides round
Bakehouse Close’ was not to be achieved at this time.96 Apart from the cost factor,
coupled with the world economic crisis of 1930-32, an additional difficulty lay in the
location of Mr Craigdallie’s firewood factory which had been established in the south
of Bakehouse Close in 1913. Access to the factory was via the pend into Bakehouse
Close and therefore through the centre of the property. Mr Craigdallie continued in
business until his retiral in 1952, as alternative Corporation-owned accommodation
could not be found.97 Accordingly, when the Rt Hon Sir Thomas B. Whitson LLD,
Lord Provost of Edinburgh formally opened the new City Museum on 6 May 1932, it
was housed in the reconstructed and adapted Huntly House.

Invitation to the opening

1932

The debate, however, continued. On 8 December 1934, the Edinburgh
Evening News asked, ‘And what of the derelict Acheson House, now the property of
the Corporation?’; concluding that ‘Acheson House should be made an annex of
Huntly House and so complete a fine Canongate group.’ 98 Once again this idea did
not come to fruition, as the Marquess of Bute purchased Acheson House from the
Corporation in 1935-6. After extensive restoration, the building was used as the
manse for the Canongate Kirk; and from 1956-1990 the house functioned as the
Scottish Craft Centre. Following the closure of the Centre, the building was
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purchased by the (then) Edinburgh District Council with a view to achieving the
original intentions of the 1920s.

Acheson House restoration work,
15 January, 1937

Edinburgh Evening News, 23 October, 1943

Before the sale of Acheson House to the Marquess of Bute, the Scotsman
reported that the purchaser would:
restore the house externally and internally to its original condition as seventeenth-century
mansion house and undertake the demolition of certain property consisting mainly of derelict
houses nearer the Canongate which will open up the view of the historic building from the
99
street.

According to the Edinburgh Evening News, however, between Huntly House and
Acheson House there continued to be ‘a most unsightly example of an almost
derelict property the old chimneys of which threaten to topple down before the first
strong wind.’100
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Bruce J. Holmes, 1900

Collapsed stair tower 1964

The Town Council still owned the property which fronted Acheson House and leased
the building adjacent to the street (numbers 142-144 Canongate) as licensed
premises occupied only at street level.

Bartenders in the 1950s, Edinburgh City Museums

‘Negotiations between Lord Bute and the Town council concerning the purchase of
this property by the Marquess with a view to demolition and a free approach to the
reconstructed Acheson House’ were unsuccessful.101 This was not the end of the
matter however. At a meeting of the Town Council on 11 May 1949, the Lord Provost
referred to the property at numbers 142 and 144 Canongate. These subjects had
been mentioned by Mr MacRae, City Architect in his 1945 report on the Royal Mile,
as being worthy of preservation to form a continuous group of buildings with the
adjoining properties which had already been restored. MacRae had commented that
the floor space at present in the museum was too limited even for present
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requirements. Mr Robert Hurd, architect of the Acheson House restoration was
requested to survey the property and report. Hurd’s preliminary scheme proposed
living quarters for the caretaker or curator in the upper part and a big room at the
back for special exhibitions with a separate entrance, so that people could enter
when the museum was closed. The Scotsman of 22 February 1958 in an article
headed ‘Unfulfilled plans for Bakehouse Close’, noted that the scheme had not
come to fruition, although a number of Edinburgh architects were of the opinion that
Bakehouse could be one of the finest closes in the Royal Mile if the old property
between Huntly House and Acheson House were restored. ‘Bakehouse Close simply
cries out to have its dignity so well restored in Huntly House and Acheson House,
recreated in all its parts, and its life brought into fullest possible use’.102
Restoration of 142-144 Canongate and its linking with Huntly House did not to
take place until 1968-9. The impetus came from the requirement to provide
accommodation for the Earl Haig collection and further facilities for the City Museum.
After extensive renovation work during 1968, the extended Huntly House Museum
re-opened on 14 November 1969; the entrance now being sited in the former public
house. Thus it remained with minor alterations to accommodate fire regulations, until
renamed as the Museum of Edinburgh in April 2001. Some reconfiguration of display
space and entry into part of the ground floor of Acheson House occurred in the
period after 2012 and currently (2018) Edinburgh World Heritage occupies much of
the rest of that building.

Restoration work, 20 August 1968
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Scotsman, 22 February 1958.
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New entrance to Huntly House Museum in 1969

Additional Information about sixteenth-century Achesons
The name James Achieson appears several times in the early years of the
sixteenth century and also occurs in a charter of 17 April 1493. The document
described John Achison, burgess of Edinburgh as ‘son and heir apparent of James
Atchison’. With the consent of his father and his spouse Janet Kincaide, he granted
an annual rent to Alex Donaldson out of his land lying on the north side of the King’s
Street.From the entries in the Protocol Book of John Foular 1514-1528, it can be
surmised that a James Acheson was the son of George Acheson and Margaret
Broune and that he had a brother William and sister Marion. George Acheson held
land on the east of Niddry’s Wynd and had ‘frank tenement of the middle booth of the
tenement in Booth row’ (beside St Giles). It would seem likely, therefore, that he was
a goldsmith. Margaret Broune had a tenement of land on the north side of the High
Street of which she gave sasine to James on 6 October 1525. Later recordings in
John Fowlar’s Protocol Book for 15 May 1526 and 15 July 1527 made reference to
the ‘land of the late James Achison’.103
On 17 March 1529/30, a John Achesoun was entered on the Roll of
Edinburgh Burgesses as a guild-brother by right of his wife Jonet, daughter of John
Fischar.104 In June 1545, Johne Acheson and Master Hew Rig, burgesses of
Edinburgh, were ordered to appear in Linlithgow to deliver the money and accounts
of the tax they had collected.105 If this was the husband of Jonet Fischar, he died
soon after, for, in a complaint made on 15 June 1566 to the Privy Council, Janet
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Fischear, ‘wedo relict of umquhile Johnne Achesoun burges of Edinburgh and
johnne his sone and air’ made mention:
that hir said umquhile spous, lang befoir his deceis – quha wes slane undir oure Soveranis
benner in the Field of Pinkecleuch obtenit ane third of the landis ofPoikmylm liand within the
106
sherefdome of Perth..

The dispute over the holding of the land was with Patrick Bishop Murray, and
Commendator of the Abbey of Scone; the battle of Pinkie being fought on 10
September 1547. A continuation appeared in a reference to John Acheson’s
infeftment of Adam Hepburne of the lands of Polkmylne, on 11 September1581.107
Jonet Fischar’s son John Aichesoun and his future spouse Agnes Masoun, took
possession of a tenement of land in Niddry’s Wynd, and a merchant booth on the
south side, reserving liferents to his mother, on 2 July 1568.108
On 6 December 1569 Johne Acheson burges of Edinburgh raised letters of
inhibition against James Logane in Restalrig; and on 24 February 1570, the
Calendar of Deeds referred to Johnne Achesoune, Merchant Burgess of Edinburgh
as the son-in-law of William Logane.Two entries in the Calendar of Charters
concerned John Achiesoun, Baillie of Edinburgh. On 3 April 1571, he received
sasine of an annualrent of 20 merks Scots of land on the north side of the Cowgait at
the end of Toddis Wynd; and on 13 October 1576, a tenement of land lying under the
castle wall on the north side of the High Street, as well as an annual rent from a
tenement of land near the Netherbow.109 A testament of John Acheson, merchant
burgess of Edinburgh under the Castle-wall, is entered in the Commissariot Record
of Edinburgh for 12 November 1588. Entries in the Register of the Privy Council for
22 December 1576 and 3 March, 1579/80, cited John Achesoun as a baillie of
Edinburgh; the former case being a dispute between the burghs of Canongate and
Edinburgh.110 In January 1589/90, both Johnne and Thomas Achesoun were listed
among the burgesses of Edinburgh with regard to the paying of a tax for lands in
East and West Barnis; and in 1591 Jhonn Aichinsoun acted as a pricer of wine and
timber and as one of the masters of the Town’s hospital in Leith Wynd.111
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The Scharpe Family
The National Archives of Scotland hold Sharp family papers – reference
GD30. There are entries for Mr Johnne Scharpe, advocate in the Edinburgh Town
Council Minutes during the 1590s. On 26 December 1595, for example, he received
payment for ‘counsall concerning Gosfurd and the chapel of the Newheavin’; and a
charter of confirmation of the lands in Leith pertaining to Thomas Aichisoun, master
of the cunyie, dated 11 November 1597.112 The Register of the Privy Council
references numerous appearances by Mr John Sharp, advocate, during the years
1599-1604. Other entries refer to Mr Johnne Scharpe younger (15 October, 1599);
Mr Johne Scharpe elder, advocate (20 April, 1600); Mr Johnne Scharpe of Houston
advocate (27 January, 1601/2); in 1605, Sir Johne Scharpe, and in 1607, Sir Johnne
Schairp of Houston advocate.
On 4 February 1613, Mr Johnne Schairp, ‘now of Houston, advocate’,
complained about an agreement between his father Sir John Schairp of Houston
advocate and George, earl of Marshall.113 As well as serving as a Commissioner of
the Peace for Linlithgowshire, Mr Johnne Schairp of Houston appears, from various
cases heard by the Privy Council, to have been active in lending money. In 1615, he
pursued Thomas Inglis and Alexander Lauder for debt and in 1623, was one of the
many creditors of Lord Stewart of Ochiltree. On 22 November 1626, Charles I wrote
to the Privy Councillors requiring them to give no further protection to the Earl of
Caithness, and to see that the Earl ‘pay his just debt to Mr John Sharp’.114 Two
years later, Sharp claimed 520 marks in annualrents from the cunyiehouse (mint),
and lodging and tenement at the foot of Blackfriars Wynde ‘callit the Cardinalls
loodging’ (Cardinal Beaton’s house).115
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